Abstract-An explicitly solvable Riabouchinsky model with a partially penetrable obstacle is introduced. This model applied to the estimation of the efficiency of free flow turbines allows us to take into account the pressure drop past the lamina.
INTRODUCTION
The investigation of hydrodynamic models with partially penetrable obstacles has been initiated by the recent progress in the development of free flow turbines [l] for the purpose of estimating their efficiency limit [2] . In the previous paper [3] , an explicitly solvable analog of the Kirchhoff cavitation flow was obtained. As in the classical situation, the main deficiency of the Kirchhoff model is the infinite size of the stagnation domain that resulted from the assumption that the pressure in the stagnation domain is equal to the pressure at infinity. In the Riabouchinsky model ( Figure lb) , a virtual obstacle past the actual one is introduced to make the stagnation domain finite. In this model, the separating streamlines y and y' join the edges of both obstacles.
The velocity V, on y and y' is greater than the velocity at infinity V, and the pressure in the stagnation domain is less than the pressure at infinity. The number 0, s.t. 
MODIFIED RIABOUCHINSKY FLOW
The modified Riabouchinsky flow is constructed similarly to the modified Kirchhoff flow [2, 3] .
In the flow domain R, ( where to and K are the constant to be determined. The distance s on the w-plane that can be interpreted as the distance between free streamlines at infinity or the fraction of the flow that passes through the obstacle can be computed from seia o1 (T" _ ,)+ (7" _ t;)-"" +-2a/x dr,
J ,'(T2 _ t;)-1'2 (T" _ l)a+-2d~dT,
where
The conformal representation of semistrip with a cut on the c-plane with the boundary extension as shown in Figure lc is constructed using the auxiliary a-plane and T-plane where and Then and the conformal map we need is given by
The point C = cc maps to the origin, so
The constant K is determined from the relation lo1 $ = 1
(12)
(1'3) The conformal representation of the left half of R, is given by
THE EFFICIENCY
The efficiency & of a free flow turbine was defined in [2, 3] as the ratio of the power P absorbed by the obstacle to the power Pm carried by undisturbed flow through the projected area of the obstacle perpendicular to the flow. The power absorbed by the lamina is given by 
(2% Table 1 . 
